


ABOUT US

We Can Make Your Life Better
• Seat at the big Table

• Network with Like-Minded OOH Owners
• Associate with a National Footprint
• Learn about Difficult Topics

• Information Sharing Clearinghouse

Our network of business professionals emerged a few decades ago and combined efforts with common ties as 
independent business operators, mostly from smaller rural and suburban markets.  Challenged by our size and 
access to resources, contacts and ideas, we created an organization whereby we helped each other out, similar 
to the old ways that our great country was born, by neighbors helping neighbors.

Over time we have grown to be a fun, innovative and influential group of business entrepreneurs and 
companies, centered around the world of marketing and exchanging ideas of technology, operations and sales.  
We each have resources, products and services that operators may benefit from, and we coordinate a wide 
variety of interests.

Our primary networking tool is our semi-annual conference whereby the owners and key people in our 
Associate Companies meet to discuss the topics of concern.

Link to About Us Videos



Our Services
• Bulk Buying Opportunities
• Safety Portal
• Health Benefits
• Credit Card Processing
• Technology and Innovation

Our not-for-profit focus is on providing services that enable our associates to better run their OOH operations.  
Over time, our relationships have fostered a sharing environment where ideas gather.  Our central hub at our 
headquarters serves as a clearinghouse for many things that come to our attention.  

Our vendors, operators and consultant associates all have exposure to different ways, methods, processes and 
technology given their positions across the country.  Individually, we are challenged to dedicate enough time, 
energy, resource and funds to fully evaluate the different areas of focus that appear seemingly daily.  Together, 
our cooperative nature is a powerful force.

We screen ideas, technology, services and new things that may (or may not) help us.  We check for the proper 
applicability, viability and affordability and make recommendations to our associates when it makes simple sense.

Life is a Highway Video

https://apparatix.vids.io/videos/a49dddb2181fe6c22c/ibo-road-map-to-audiences


Selling Assistance

The culture of our Associates is of a nature to assist each other become better people and better business 
persons.  The sizes of our associated companies vary from relatively few faces to those with far reaching 
regional footprints.  We are continuously amazed at the benevolence these folks demonstrate by sharing 
information, strategies and experiences, which can be life changing for us all.  

We have taken many suggestions, marketing materials, programs and presentations that have been successful 
for them and are enabled to share them with our group via a monthly newsletter, bi-annual conferences, special 
events and our website which has secured areas for many things of value.

Our IBO COOP Marketplace was a driving force that enabled us to connect 
with Integration Media Inc of NYC who is our IBO Exclusive Agency Rep.

• Website Selling Strategies
• National Sales Consultant - Sandler
• Group Chief Marketing Officer
• IBO COOP Marketplace
• Agency Rep in NYC
• 3rd Party Sales Services
• Mobile Ad Sales Services
• 3rd Party Design Services



Lead & Proposal Tools

• Robust CRM Integral with Proposals
• Google Places Workflow Integration
• Billboard Alerts Postcards
• Billboard Lead Harvesting
• Tasty Ad Design Creator
• Site Inquiries

We all know that a consistent process and ability to keep our sales pipelines full requires a constant focus on 
generating leads for our sales execs to engage with on a regular basis.  Our workflow solutions allow eProposals
to be sent to leads generated from Google Places with your target billboard location at the central radius of a 
pooling area.  Once the eProposal is sent, we have rich solutions to track and note account activity.

We have teamed up with several savvy developers for some handy tools at discounts for our Associates that 
include the ability to automatically send postcards to potential advertisers downstream from your billboard 
locations.  Billboard Alerts also enables those advertisers to be harvested as leads for your sales team.  Tasty Ad 
takes a different approach and provides sales folks in the field a way to create spec art on the fly in minutes from 
their cars, while they are on the way to an appointment.  

We also get many inquiries from landowners who want to have a billboard on their property and we provide 
those to our Associates to benefit from a new lease.



IBO COOP 
MARKETPLACE

•Joint Branding
•Countrywide Footprint
•Connecting to DSPs
•National Agency Rep
•Digital AND Static

Over a decade ago we began an effort to cooperatively combine our billboard avails in an effort to make the 
buying process easier for regional, state and national advertisers.  Over time as we grew, the process of 
managing became more challenging with the tens of thousands of faces our group now represents.  In late 2014 
we began the process of using Apparatix Media Solutions to manage our plants and we use their platform for 
the core engine of our effort today.

The companies that utilize our workflow solutions also benefit from being automated to our cloud core engine 
that provides many other benefits.  We also now offer the beginning evolution of a streamlined solution to 
reduce millions of keystrokes for our IBO users and partners with Greenlight.  

IBO DMA 
FOOTPRINT

165 + DMAs and Growing



WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS • eProposals & eOffers
• Zesty Maps and Document Library
• eContracts & eSign
• Auto Schedules Digital from Contracts
• Auto Connects to IBO COOP
• Auto Connects to IBO Agency Rep
• Auto Connects to DSPS
• Digital AND Static Inventory 
• Auto Billing Setup
• Auto Invoicing to Quickbooks
• Mobile Work Orders
• Auto POP & Completion Reports
• Website Map Integration

Early on when we began to bring our inventory 
together for the IBO COOP Marketplace, we had only 
a handful of operators and Excel was up to the task.  
However, with several hundred operators, we needed 
to find a solution to herd all the cats.

When we engaged Apparatix to drive the core engine 
to combine all our efforts, their cloud based solution 
provides a business owner all the functions shown.  
This improves efficiency and allow sales to flourish, 
while administrative duties and costs drop.

We have a group rate and a wonderful relationship 
that has enabled their world class enterprise 
Apparatix solution to be modified especially for us in a 
lite version known as IBO Fuze, with Starter providing 
entry level functionality at affordable pricing as well as 
Sales which includes a slightly less involved 
environment for companies that don’t have complex 
real estate lease management needs.

Our goal is to save users millions of keystrokes and 
provide additional revenues resulting from our 
interconnectivity.

Workflow Info Link

https://www.ibousa.org/tech/workflow-solutions/


RAMP UP REVENUES

• Programmatic Digital
• Automated Traditional
• Mobile Ad Sales
• Agency RFP Feeds

The previous pages have set the stage for the real reason our group was created, “How to combine our efforts 
to compete with the Big Boys”.  In essence, how are we independents going to ever win contracts if we can’t get 
the attention of the regional and national advertisers and agencies.  All of our efforts are coming together to 
enable us to connect with each other and with other demand side platforms and opportunities that we 
individually may find either difficult, impossible, time consuming or costly to achieve.

With Apparatix at the core of our platform similar to a “Multiple Listing Service” for real estate, we are now able 
to be the only platform that exists to our knowledge that has the capacity to provide real time pricing and 
availability for those interested in connecting with us.  The companies shown on this page are connected to us 
now and we are constantly talking with others that are willing to connect in a way that will put the best interests 
of our Associates first.  How will you benefit? CONNECT WITH US!

IBO COOP MKT Link

https://www.ibousa.org/our-markets/coop-marketing/


JOIN IN THE FUN!

The central focus of our fun times comes from activities surrounding our bi-
annual conferences.  We meet for three days at various cities around the 
country and share experiences, learn new things, swap war stories, network 
and develop lasting relationships and lifelong friends.

About Conferences Link

https://www.ibousa.org/about-us/conferences/


Enjoy the Ride with Us!
www.IBOUSA.org      580-226-2234

IBO Market Club App

https://www.ibousa.org/about-us/ibo-market-club-application/
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